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ON TRAVELING WAVES IN BEAMS ‘

By ROBERTW. LEONABDand BERNARDBUDIANSEY

SUMMARY

Zk? basic equation8of Timo8km.kofor the motion ojm”brating
nonuniform beumq which allow for e$ea% of transverse shear
dejormution and rotary inertia, are presented in severalforms,
including ow in which the equatiom are wm%n in the directimw

‘ of tlu chamctitim Z% propagation of di.scontinuititx in
moment and slwur,as governedby tlk?$eeguutiww, is dimussed.

Numerical trading-wave 8ohL&n.8are obtained jor 80m
elementmy problems of $niie unijomn beunwfor whtih theprop-
aga.ton. velom”ti~ of bendi~ and 8hear dim-ntinuitiea are
taken to be eguul. These 8oluti0n8are compared with modal
solution4 oj Timo&nko’s equation-sand, in 8ome caw, with
mad cloeed sohdions.

INTRODUCHON

The theoretical rumlysis of transient stresses in aircraft
wings and fuselages subjected to impact loadings has gen-
erally been performed by means of a mode-superposition
method that uses the natural modes of vibration predicted
by the elementary engineering theory of beam bending.
(See, for example, refs. 1 to 3.) For very sharp impact
loading, however, this approach is known to have certain
shortcomings. For sharp impacts of short duration, many
modes are often required for a satisfactory degree of con-
vergence (see, for example, ref. 4; ~ addition, the use of
elementary beam theory in the calculation of the higher
modes of vibration is inaccurate because of the neglect of,
among other factors, the effects of transvem shear deforma-
tion and rotary inertia which become increasingly important
for higher and higher modes (ref. 5).

A classically recognized alternative tQ the modal “method
of calculating transient streasi%in elaaticbodies is the travel-
ing-wave approach, which seeks to trace directly the propa-
gation of stresses through the body (ref. 3). Although the
traveling-wave concept has been successfully used to treat
such simple problems as longitudinal and torsional impact
of rods, only recently have serious attempts been made to
study the transi~t bending response of beams by this
approach. Fltlgge (ref. 6) was apparently the tit to point
out that elementary beam theory could not serve as an
adequate basis for the traveling-wave approach since the
elementary theory predicts that disturbances propagate with
infinite velocity; he showed, however, that a traveling-wave
theory could be constructed by mod&ing the elementmy

theory, as Timoshenko (ref. 7) did, to include tit-order
effects of transverse shear deformahon and rotary inertia.
On the baais of this more accurate theory, Flttgge found that
discontinuities in moment and shear travel along the benm
with iinite, and generally distinct, velocities. A similar
analysis was carried out independently by Robinson (ref. 8)
who, exploiting the hyperbolic nature of Timoshenko’s
equations, proposed tie use of approximate methods of
solution and gave some numerical results for a particular
“example. Pfeifler (ref. 9) also suggested the possibili@ of
step-by-step solutions by the method of characteristics. In
reference 10, Uflyand attempted an analytical solution of
Timoshenko’s equations for the case of a simply supported
beam subjected to a sudden application of load; however, as
waa shown by Dengler and Goland (ref. 11), Uflyand’s work
is marred by the fact that he applied boundary conditions
that are incorrect for Timoshenko’s theory. The only
lmown example of an exact travel&wave solution based on
Timoshenko’s theory was presented by Dengler and Goland
for the case of an infinitely long beam subjected to a con-
centrated impulse.

Thus, although the use of Timoshenko’s theory as a basis
for the transient-stress analysis of beams has been seriously
considered, few problems have actually been solved. Addi-
tional basic studies of !lhnoshenko’s equations and their
solution, particularly for il.nite-length beams, constitute
necessary prerequisites to the development of practica]
methods of dynamic-stress analysis based on the traveh.ig-
wfbve approach. In the present report, severals specific
problems of transient loading of uniform beams of tite
length are considered and their solutioIIs by various proce-
dures, all based on the Timoshenko theory, are presented.
These procedures are (a) numerical step-by-step integmtion—
the “method of characteristics,” (b) mode superposition, and
(c) exact closed-form solution. ‘The examples are all for the
special case of equal propagation velocities of shear and
biwiing disturbances; only for this case have exact solutions
been found in closed form. For the sake of completeness,
the presentation of these solutions is preceded by an exposi-
tion of the basic equations of Timoshenko’s theory, a derma-
tion of the oharactmistic lines and characteristic forms of
these equations, and a discuwon of their implimtions con-
cerning propagation of disturbances.
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SYMBOLS

.4 cross-sectional area
E Young’s modulus of elaatici~
(3 shear modulus of elasticity
I cross-sectiomd moment of inertia
L length of fib beam (arbitrary length for iniinite

beam)
internal bending moment (see @. 1)

E dimensionlessinternal bending moment, MZ/EIB

()()R=:’;’

vertical shear force on a cros9 section (see *. 1)
dimensionless vertical shear force, VLZ/EIB
propagation veIocity of bending discontinuitiesj

r
EIB
~

r
AS(7

propagation velocity of shear&continuities, —
PA~

operator used in the Laplace transformation
intensity of distributed external loading
dimensionlessintensity of externalIoading, qL3/EI.
cross.-sectionalradius of gyration
time
velocity of deflection, y~
dimension veIocity of deflection, u/ti
coordinate along beam
deflection (see fig. 1)
dimensionlessdeflection, y/L
denotes a discontinuity in quantity immediately

following

dimensionless coordinate along beam, z/L
density of beam material
dimensionless time, c,t/L
rotation of cross section about neutral

*. 1)
veIocity of rotation of crom section, x~
dimensionlessvelocity of rotation, wL/cl

axis (see

Subscripts:
B- contributing to resistance of beam h bending
i contributing to inertia
s contributing to r&kawe of beam to shearing
x,t,&T indicate partial derivatives with respect to those

quantities ,.

Ip+r-——-—_——_——- ,.++I//Xdx

Y

BASIC EQUATIONS

NONUNIFORMBEAMS

‘l!imoshenko’s equations,-The Timoshenko theory of
beam bending (ref. 7) constitutes a modiikation of elemen-
tary beam theory that attempts to account for the effects
of transverse shear deformation and rotary inertia; the basic
assumption of elementary theory-that plane sections
remain plan+is retained. The moment M, shear V, de-
flection y, and crow-sectional rotatioi # (see fig. 1) of a
nonuniform beam subject to a dymmic lateral loading g
are governed, according to this theory, by the following
four simultaneous partiaLdii7erentialequations:

M+EIB#z= O (M

V–A@(yz– +) = O (lb)

M.– V+pI,$,,= O (lC)

v=– pAiyt,+q= o (id)

The first two equations constitute elastic 10WSrelating the
deformations to the internal loading. Equation (la) ex-
presses the same relationship between moment and crosa-
sectiomd rotation as that given by elementary beam tlmory
Equation (lb) stipulates a linear relationship between the
s&ar V and the shear angle y.+ at the neutral axis; A8 is
the so-called “effective” shear-carrying area, different from
the total area A, since the true shear angle actually varies
over the cross section. Equations (lc) and (id) prescribo
rotational and translational equilibrium, respectively, with
the term PI*+,,representing the contribution of rotary inertia.

The moment and shear may be eliminated from equations
(1) to yield two simultaneous partial-differential equations
in y and +:

(E~B4J.+A.G&.–#) –PIi#tt=O

1

(2)
[A.(7 (yz-4)]z-PA,;,,+g= O

This form is convenient for iinding the normal modoa and
frequencies of free vibration (q=O) predicted by Timo-
shenko’s theory and for carrying out modal analyses that
make use of these modes. In this theory, a natural modo
is described by a pair of functions [y(x), +(x)] rather than a
single function y(z), as is the caaein elementary beam theory.

For a traveling-wave analysis, however, it is advantageous
to return to the original system of equations (eqs. (1) ) but
to put them in a more convenient form by differentiating

●

I?mmm I.—Positive distortions and pwitive internal forces and moments associated with a typical beam element.
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equations (1a) and (lb) with respect to time. The equa-
tions become:

1
“+z”’=O (3a)

–J-- V,–(d=o‘z A@ (3b)

il’fi+ p.qw-v=o (3C)

V.–pA,v,+q=O (3d)

where the new variables, linw veloci~ v and angular
velocity u, have been introduced for y~and $~,respectively.

Equations (3) comprise four first-order linear partial-
differential equationa in the four variables u, co,M, and V.
Furthermore, equations (3a) and (3c) contain defivativea
of only M and u, whereas equations (3b) and (3d) contain
derivatives of only v and V. These facts are exploited in
the mmt section in seeking characteristic lines and char-
acteristic forms of these equations.

Charaoteristios and the characteristic form of the equa-
tions.—In equations (3a) and (3c), the variablw M and o
are differentiated with respect to both space and time; it
would be advantageous to replace them by equivalent equa-
tions each involving only total derivatives (or diilerentials)
in a particular direction in the space-time plane. The lines
in the space-time plane having these particular directions—
the characteristic lines or so-called “characteristics’’-and
the equivalent equations written in these directions are found
M follows (ref. 12). ”

A linear combination of equations (3a) and (3c),

/.L(Mg+EIBti=)+M=+pI~8— ‘i~=O (4)

is formed, where the function Kis to be determined in such a
way that the partial derivatives in equation (4) combine to

give total derivatives ~ and ~ in the direction of an as yet

unknown characteristic line [z(u),t(u)]. In order that the
term involving derivatives of M combine in the form

the function P must satisfy the following equation:

al

where $ is the required slope of the characteristic line.

Siiarly, in order that the terms involving derivatives of u
combine in the form

the function p must also satisfy the equation

(it

Since the characteristic slope must be the same in both cases,
p is defined by

Thus, ~ two values of p and the corresponding”characbristic

slope9 — are:
dx

~=$

031—=—
dx c,1

(6}

r‘IB ‘I%en, multiplying equation (4) by dtwhere cl= —.
pIt

and using equatiofi (5) yields

; dM+pIt (Lo-V dt=O

Similarly, using equation (6) gives

–$ O?M+PI, cLo-V QY=O

when

(it=-; dx

h an analogous fashion, it can be shown, from equations
(3b) and (3d), that

when

d=; dx

and

Then, the system of equations (3) has associated with iti
four real characteristic directions and is thus “totally
hyperbolic” (ref. 12). A network of charaotm-istica can
readily be constructed without prior knowledge of the
unknowns M, V, co,and v since their slopes depend only on
the material and geometrical properties of the beam. For
uniform beams, as well as for tapered beams having uniform
material properties and geometrically similar cross sections,
c1 and % are constant, and the characteristics will therefore
be straight; in general, however, the characteristics may be
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xl X2
x

Fumm 2.—The charactetics of Timoshenko’s equations for a point
in the r, Lplane.

curved. Figure 2 illustrates the four characteristics passing
through a point P in the space-time plane with the character-
istics designated as

I+:
dt 1—=.
dx c,

I–:
dt 1—=——
dx c,

II+:

II-:

dt 1—=.
dxti

dt 1—=. —
02CC2

It is known that, by virtue of the totally hyperbolic character
of the basic equations, the values of the unlmowna M, V,
q and o at the point P depend only on their initial values at
t=O between the points ZI and u on the beam (ref. 12).
Furthermore, these values at P can, in turn, have influence
only on points lying in the region above P enveloped by the
I+ and I– characteristics through P. Thus no signal
can proceed along the beam with a velocity greater than
c1 (which is generally larger than G, as illustrated in fig. 2).

For the sake of easy reference, the four characteristic
differential forms of the basic equations are grouped below.

Along I+: $ O?M+PI, dw-V dt=O (7a)

Along I–: ; dM-pI, d.a+v dt=o (7b)

Along II+: ~ dV-pA, dV+(PkkW+@~=O (7C)

Along II-: ; dV+PAi dv+(pfkw-fj&=O (7d)

Related forms of these characteristic equations have been
Writtenby Robinson (ref. 8) and Pfei.ifer (ref. 9).

Propagation of discontinuities.-Chaxacteristics are lines
across which discontinuitiea may exist (ref. 12); indeed, this
property is often taken as the basic definition of a character-
istic. h the present problem, discontinuities (or jumps) in

M and w can therefore exist across the I+ and 1– chm-
acteristics, and discontinuities in V and v can exist across
the )3-+ and H_— characteristics. Hence, a jump in M
or w will propagate with the velocity cl, whereas a jump in V
or vmust proceed with the velocity G. It should be remarked
that such discontinuities would appear only in the limiting
case of a beam subjected to an instantaneous loading. The
solution of such idealized problems, which are often instruc-
tive, requires a knowledge of the laws governing the varia-
tions in strength of these discontinuities as they propagato
through the beam. These laws me determined below for
nonuniform beams for which it is assumed that the condition
cl= Q does not hold over any portion of the beam; in other
-words, the I and JI characteristics are distinct. The
special case where C1=Q is considered subsequently when
uniform beams are discussed.

Let a and b be two points on a I– characteristic on oithor
side of a particular I+ characteristic

If .ii is discontinuous across the I+ characteristic, then
M.–M, retains a fite value 6M as a and b are allowed to
approach the I+ characteristic from either side. Con-
sequently, from equation (7b) written along the I—
characteristic,

since dt approaches zero as a and b approach each othor,
Thus, everywhere d.ong a I+ characteristic, jumps 6M rmd
Liwacross this characteristic are related by

Similarly, the jumps across the other charactmiatics can be
readily shown to satisfy

Along I– : 6M= —CI/31i i$W (9)

Along n-+: 6V= —QpA~6v (lo)

Along II–: .6V= QPA46V (11)

A jump in M is thus always accompanied by a ddinita jump
in w; sirnikdy, jumps in V and v are,ahays coupled togother.

The variations in the magnitude of a discontinuity M one
proceeds along a characteristic may be determined in tho
following manner. Equation (7a) is written for the upper
side and the lower side of the I+ characteristic; then, since
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V is continuous across n I+ chmacterietic, the difference of
the two equdions yields

(@4) +clpI,d(a@) = o

along I+. Eliminating 8tiby using equation (8) gives

()d(6Mj+c,pI,d $ =0

By carrying out the indicated di&rentiation in the second
term and dividing by 26M, the following result is obtained:

Solution of this equation gives

[m
(&d’l)~=@kfjl I (CIPL)l (12)

as the relationship between the magnitude of the jumps in
Mat two points 1 rmd 2 on the I+ characteristic.

It can be shown that the identical relationship holds be-
tmcen jumps in M at two points on a I— characteristic.
Similarly, it can be found that, on II+ and II– character-
istics,

4
(cdi)s

(Wh=(m m (13)

for any two points 1 and 2 on n given characteristic. The
corresponding variations of the jumps au and &o are, of
comae, readily determined from equations (8) to (11).

UNIFORMBEAMS

Nondimensional form of the equations.-The examplea to
bo presented in this report are all concerned with beams
having uniform cross-sectional size and shape and uniform
material properties throughout their length. For such
beams, it is convenient to express Timoshenko’s equations in
nondimensional form. Thus, equatiom- (3) may be written

Z[+z?,=o (14a)

(14b)

tity L refem to the beam length for all beams except
those of intin.itelength, in which case any convenient arbi-
trary length may be chosen for L.

The characteristics of Timoshenko’s equations for a uni-
form beam me defined in the t,r plane by the families of
straight lines

I+: (15a)

I–:

II+ : dr CI——.
CUC2

II-:
dr C,—= —
&c’

(15b)

(15C)

(15d)

The nondimensionalized charactaietic forms of the basic
equations become

Along I+: W—+dZ-~dr=O (16aj

Along I– : d~–dZ+~dr=O (16b)

Along II+:
‘i-Rti+@’+W=O “ ‘16’)

Along II-:
‘+Rfi+W1’)dT=O’

(16d)

In addition to the restriction to tiorm beams, for which
c1 and C2are constants, the esamples presented herein are
further limited to those beams for which the propagation
velocities c1 and G are equal. This assumption has been
made because the simpl&ations that result not only permit
the ready attainment of numerical solutions but also, in par-
ticular case9,permit the attainment of exact closed solutions
for comparison. Since, for this very special case, the char-
acteristic It coincide with the characteristics I, equations
(16) may now-be written, for ~=0, as

Along I+:
{

~+diii-~dr=o

d7-4A2 ti+a~ dr=o }

{

a—–dZi+~ dr=o
Along I–:

i7+4A2 dZ+4M d~O 1

(17a)

(17b)

L
where x=—

2ri

Propagation of disoontinuities when cl=c2.-Equations (8)
to (13), which describe the behavior of discontinuities in a
nonuniform beam, also describe, as a special case, the be-
havior of discontinuities in a uniform beam for which c1#c2.
They show that such discontinuities propagate with constant
magnitude.

However, when the beam has properties such that c1=G,
these equations me no longer valid. Equations which are
valid “ti this case may be derived in precisely the same way
by using equations (17) instead of equations (7). Discon-
tinuities in such beams can be shown to be related by

Along I+:

Aong I–:

(18a)
1

(18b)
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as they props@@ and they can be shown to vary in mag-
nitude according to the equations

{“
.

-$(&?-;67=0

Along I+ and I–: i

~
$ (wj+2NaG=o

(19)

Equations (19) may be solved simultaneously to obtain

{

IsZ=A COS @T–@

Along I+ and I–:
1

(20)
6~=–2xA sin &-–B)

w-hereA and B are arbitrary wmstants which must be eval-
uated by using known values of 6= and 67 at some point on
the characteristic. The variations in ti~ and 65 can then
be re.rdy found by using equations (18).

Thus, for the case cI=G, &continuities in a uniform beam
do not propagate unchanged but vary in magnitude sinu-
soidally as they progr- through tie beam.

LIMITATIONS OFTHE THEORY

It may be mill to insert a word of caution about the
applicabili~ of Timoshenko’s theory. The investigations of
Prescott (ref. 13) and Cooper (ref. 14) have ~howm that,
when the response of a beam includes components w-hose
wave length is small compared to the depth of the beam,
the assumption of Timoshenko’s theory that plane sections
remain plane after ● bending is, as might be expected, too
restrictive. Since applied disturbances -which could give
rise to discontinuities would obviously =cite even the shork
e9t wave length in the spectrum of the response, the resdts
obtained by application of Timoshenko’s theory to such
hypothetical problems cannot, in themselves, have practical
signithnce. However, carrying out solutions involving dis-
continuities is a usefd means of testing methods of solution
of the Timoshenko equations with a view to applying these
methods to problems in which discontinuities do not exist.
Furthermore, the admittedly inaccurate response to an in-
finitely abrupt disturbance may be used to obtain the correct
response to disturbance of a more practical nature through
the application of Duhamel’s superposition integral.

SPECIFIC EXAMP~FINITE UNIFORM BEAMS WITH Cl= a

Three speciiic exampk are considered; they are: a canti-
lever beam given a step velocity at the root, a simply sup-
ported beam subjected to a step moment at one end, and
n simply supported beam subjected to a ramp-platform
moment at one end.

NH3’THODSOFSOLUTION

In the examples, the results of calculation by the following
three methods are compared: (a) numerical step-by-step
integration along the characteristics, (b) normal-mode super-
position, and (c) exact closed-form solution. The tit two
procedures are approximate in character, but they could
conceivably be generalized sntlicientiy to be applied to

practical structures; the last procedure, although exact,
-would rarely be useful in practice and is introduced heroin
chiefly as a check on the accuracy of the first two.

The detailed descriptions and applications of the thmo
methods are contained in appendixes A, B, and 0, In
brief, the numerical procedure exploits a grid of character-
istic lines as shown in figure 3 (a). For the case C1=Q that
is under consideration, this grid consists of two families of
lin~ in the E,r phme with slopes 1 and – 1. A recurrence
formuk_is developed in appandix A that gives the vahms of
G and T~at station 1 of a typical interior mesh (see fig, 3 (b))
in terms of the values of G and ~ at stations 2, 3, and 4.
Repeated application of this formula, together with tho
use of special formulas for the half-meshes ot either end of
the beam_and the lmowledge of the magnitude of jumps
in G and V across charactaistica where they occur, permits
‘G and IT to be calculated throughout the &7 plane. Subse-
quent determination of ~ and 5 is achieved by means of
simple addition formulas utilizing these calculated valuea
of Z and ~.

AIthough the solutions derived in appendix B hove actually
been obtained by Laplace transform techniques, they have

O
,+‘n

Ar

2 3 -1

I- 1+

4

(b)

(0)

(a) Space-time planw, (b) Typical interior mesh,
FIGURE3.—Chract&stic grid for applkkion of namerioal prooeduro

to uniform beams with disturbance applied at &-0, c1= q,
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been termed “modal solutions” because they are exactly
those. which would result from an application of the usual
mode-superposition process. The exact closed solutions in
appendix C have also been obtained through the use of
Luplace transforms.

CANTILEVERBEAM GIVEN A STEP VELOCTTY AT THE ROOT

The fit example ta be considered, the response of a
uniform cantilever beam given a step velocity ii= 1 at
the root, is the equivalent of the most severe idealized
landing problem, the instantaneous arrest of the root of a
moving cantilever beam. Computed results for the shear
and moment at the root of such a beam having a ratio of
length to radius of gyration of 10 (k= 5) and properties
such that C1=Q are presented in figures 4 (a) and 4 (b),
respectively. TWOseparate curves obtained by the numeri-
cal procedure are show-n~ne from a grid that divides the
beam into 10 segments and the other from a 20-segme.nt
solution. The modal solution includes the contributions of
the first eight modes. Results given by an exact closed
solution are shown for both the shear and moment at the
root up to the time r=2. These exact results are actually
thoso for an infinitely long beam, since the influence of the
free end is not felt at the root until 7=2. After T=2J de
influence of the free end is felt and, in this case, an exact
solution is not feasible. To illustrate the time range covered
in the plots, the point corresponding to half the period of the
first mode of vibration of the beam is indicated on the time
scale of each plot.

In figure 4 (a), the shear &continuities evident in the
numerical solutions occur each time the discontinuous wave
front returns to the root after being reflected at the free end.
Tho beam is seen to react violently to each of these boosts by
the wave front, with more and more oscillations occum@
after each succeeding jump. The frequency of these oscilla-
tions tends to increase with each succeeding boost until
limited by the bite time interval. In theseregions of violent
oscillation the accuracy of the numerical solutions is ob-
viously questionable; indeed the quedion arisesas to whether
these oscillations are really predicted by the theory or are
merely the result of some instability in the numerical process.
This question is resolved in the next section in which the
simply supported beam is considered. At any rate, away
from the regions of violent oscillations, the comparisons with
the modal solution are favorable, and, for 7<2, the iine-grid
numerical solution almost coincides with the exact closed
solution valid in this region.

The comparisons between the numerical and modal solu-
tions are very good in figure 4 (b) where the time history of
the moment at the root is plotted. Again, the fine-grid nu-
merical solution nearly coincides with the exact closed solu-
tion for r<2.

SIMPLY SUPPORTED BBAM WITH AN APPLIED END MOMENT

Step moment,—A simply supported uniform beam with a
ratio of length to radius of gyration of 10 (X=5) and prop-
erties such that CI=G is subjected to a step moment ~= 1

at the end f=O. Computed rendts for the shear at ~=0 are
presented in figyre 5 (a) and the time history of moment at
the center of the beam is presented in figure 5 (b). The
point corresponding to the full period of the fit mode is
marked on the time scale of each plot. The nnmeticd cues
for both shear and moment vwre obtained by a 20-segment
solution. The modal curves were obtained by addiqg dy-
namic corrections to the static solutions, the dynamic correc-
tions being calculated with six modes for both the shear and
the moment.

This example affords an answer to the question raised in
the preceding section with regard to the stability of the nu-
merical procedure following the passage of a discontinuous
Wave front. The fact is that the violent oscillations that
occur after the discontinuity actually appear in the eixact
solution (fig. 5 (a)) and are hence inherently present in the
theory.

b figure 5 (a) the scale of dimensionless vertical shear
happens to be precisely the dynamic overshoot factor; it is
of interest to note that values at least 15 times the static
shear are predicted when the moment is applied suddenly.

For shear (fig. 5 (a)), the inaccuracies in the nnmericil
solution just after the discontinnities are evident; however,
the numerical remdts approximate the exact solution very
well elsewhere. A similar observation may be made for the
modal solution, which, as would be expected, ignores the dis-
continuities and violent oscillations caused by the wave front.
The numerical and modal curves for the moment in figure
5 (b) fo~o~ tie swe pattern, agreeing well everpvhere ex-
cept in the regions immediately following the discontinuities.

Ramp-platform moment.—Computed results for the shear
at the end ~=0 and the moment at the center of the same
simply supported uniform beam subjected to the applied
ramp-platform moment

JZ7(0,T) = ‘r (O STS1)

3Z(0,T) = 1 (T>l)

are presented in figures 6 (a) and 6 (b). Again, the period
of the fit mode of vibration is marked on the time scales.

The numerical CUYV=w-orerecomputed with a 20-segment
grid for the new forcing function; however, the results for the
modal and exact solutions were obtained by means of a
superposition of the preceding reh.dts. This superposition
was carried out analytically for the complete modal solution
and for the exact solution in the range 7<2. In the mmge
7>2, it was necessary to carry out the superposition for the
exact solution numerically.

In figure 6 the time to peak value of the applied moment
is seen to be approximately one-seventh the period of the
first mode; predicted shear values approximately three and
on~half thpes the static response occur.

With the removal of the discontinuity, there remain no
high-frequency oscillations which the numerical solution
might be unable to represent. In fact, all three solutions

for the shear and both moment solutions are seen to be in
excellent agreement.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Timoshenko’s equations for the motion of vibrating non-
uniform beams may be written in a characteristic form which
appears to be roll-suited to solution by numerieal methods.
In the examples presented in this report, all of which are for
uniform beams with equal propagation velocities of bending
and sbear discontinnities (cl=cJ, the solutions by the nnmer-
ioal and modal methods generally aggee well with each other
as -wellm with exact closed solutions -wherethese have been
obtained. Ho-ivever, the modal method, of cxmrae, fails
entirely to reproduce &continuities in shear or moment,
and the nnm6rioal procedure, although it yields these
&continuities, represents the initial oscillations which
follow with depressing aoourmiyas more and more reflections
of the wave front occur. In the more practical situations

where disconthuities do not exist, these difficulties will, of
course, not arise.

The results of the exampl~ carried out by the numerical
traveling-w-ave procedure eneourage the viewpoint that
such traveling-wave analyses may eventually be of practicnl
usefulness. This kind of procedure is inherently sbhple and
straightforward and has the advantage that the bulk of the
labor involved is routine computation rather than mathe-
matical analysis. It should be emphaaimd, hovrever, that
numerioal solutions of Timoshenko’s equations have been
demonstrated only for uniform beams in which the propaga-
tion velociti= c1 and G are equal; numerical procedures for
the general ease where they are unequal remain to be devel-
O@ and tested.

LANGLEY ADEONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL &ovIsoBY Commrm FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., October 28, 196%?.



APPENDIX A .

NUMERICALSOLIJ’I’10NSFOR mORM J3E.4MS~Et CI=CZ

MATRIX FORMULATION

Let the differential equations (17) be replaced by the
finite-difference equrbtions

Along I+:
{

A&?+AZ– ~A7= O ‘ (Ala)

A~— 4A9AF+4A2GAT= O (Alb)

Along I–: ~
{

&G-&3i-VAT=O

AT7+4A=A5+4A%AT= o

(Ale)

(Aid)

and consider a closely spaced network of I+ and I— char-
acteristics in the space-time plane as shown in figure 3 (a).
Let the cornem of a typical interior mesh of this grid be
designated as shown in @e 3 (b). A step-by-step in@a-
tion formula for Z and ~ may now be derived in the following
mrmner.

Equations (Al) may be written along the upper sides of
tho typical mesh to obtain

V,– 7,–4x9(5,–7,) +2 PAT(G,+G) ‘O (A4)

71— v3+4A@- Ts)+2 A2AT(iZ+fi3) = O (A5)

whero Z and ~ have been assumed to vary linearly in the
small intervals between the cornem. Obviously equations
(M) to (A5) may be solved simultaneously to obtain the
four quantities ~ Z, 7, and fiat point 1 in terms of their
values at points 2 and 3. However, it is noted that, if ~,
Z, Z, and ~ at points 2 and 3 were determined by a similar
process for the preceding meshes, they already satisfy the
equations

IZ2-Z74-G+G4+92+TJ=0 (A6)

IZ–Z4+Z-Z4-$(T73+Z)=0 (A7)

~,– 7,+4X’(5Z– 54)+2 NAT(Z,+Z) = O (As)

Equations (A6) and (A7) may be added to equations (A2)
and (A3), respectively, to obtain

and

——
Ml— M4— zl+2ti3— Z4+ATT(71— 74) = o

which may, in turn, be subtracted to obtain the single
equation

=1—m- Z3+G4–*(V,– 74)=0 (Alo)

Similarly, equations (AS) and (A9) maybe subtracted horn
equations (A4) and (A5), respectively, to obtain

~,– 2~2+~4–4h’@- ~~ +2A’Ar(~l– fi~ = O

and

~1–2~s+~l+4Xg(51– Ed+2 XzA@l-&)=0

and these may be added to derive

~1–~,– ~,+~.+2~’&(&~4)=0 (All)

Equations (A1O) and (Al 1) may now be solved simuhne-
ously b obtain the step-by-step integration formula

where

‘An]=[-i2A, !1
and .

Ar)z—l
I~=[04~zAT (i f-l 1

Thus ; and ~ maybe determined at every interior mesh
point in the space-time plane by the repeated application
of formula (A12) to each mesh as it is encountered. The
hal-meshes which occur at the vertical left and right bound-
arie9 of the plane (fig. 3 (a)) require special formulas incor-
porating the lmown boundary data. These formulas may
be derived tiom equations (Al) by a procedure similarto that
used in obtaining equation (A12). Boundmy form&s for
some specific examplea are presented in subsequent sections
of this appendix.

Besides boundary data, initial”data must be provided in
order that a step-by-step solution maybe begun. b all the
examples considered, the beam is initially at rest and has a
disturbance applied at the point ~=0 begin&ng at time
7=0. The region T<: (without grid lines in fig. 3 .(a))
therefore is one of zero stress and motion and G and ~ are
given along the line T=f by the known conditions at the
wave front. It is with these values that each numerical
solution is begun.

Discontinuities in Z and ~ offer no special difficulties since
they propagate so as to be always located on characteristics
which, of course, can be made part of the basic grid. Thus
they are simply added ae they are encountered.
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Once Z and ~ have been determined at the grid inksec-
● tions by the step-by-step process, ~ and 3 may be found by

repeated application of equation (A2) or (A3) and equation
(A4) or (A5) along the propar grid lines from boundaries
where ~ and 5 are known. For example, if ~ is lmown
along the Ieftiboundary, it may be found at a point g by

applying equation (M) successively to the i.ntarvalsab. bc,
cd, . . . fg. The ‘resulting expression for ~= becomes

This procedure is seen to correspond
the first of differential equations (17a)
trapezoidal rule.

SPECIPICPROBLRMS

to integration of
by means of the

cantilever beam given a step velocity at the root.—If the
root :=0 of a uniform cantilever beam is given a step
velocity 5=1 at time r=O, the boundary conditions may be
written

5(0,7) = 1

: (O,T)= o

IE(l,T)=O

V(l,T)=O

(A14)

Typical left-boundary and righhboundary hrdf-meshes

‘iv mdwF(O>7)= I
G(O,r)=o

v1+

‘N
I-

14 41

Application of equations. (Alb) and (Aid) to the sides of
the lefkboundary hrdf-mesh and proper combination of the
remdting equations to eliminate Z produces

?I=2V,–V4 (A16)

Similarly, application of equations (Ala) and (Ale) to n
righbboundary half-mesh produces

=1= 2;2— ;4 (AIf3)

so that a complete set of integration formulas for ddmnin-
ing Z and ~ for this problem is now available. In addition,
if the unused equations (eqs. (Ala) and (Ale) for the left-
boundsry half-mesh and eqs. (Alb) and (Aid) for the right)
are applied and combined to eliminate ~ and 7 at points 3
and 2, the recurrence relations

E1=ZZ4-2Z3-$ @l—v,) (A17)

for left-boundary hrdf-meshes and

z;, v,+% @l–i&)zl=74— — (A18)

for righkboundary half-meshes are obtained. Those equa-
tions may be used to compute ~ at the root and 5 ot the
tip after Z and ? have been determined everywhme.

I Since the applied disturbance is initially discontinuous, Z
and ~ will be discontinuous along the line 7= f (seo fig.
3 (a)). In order to begin the step-b>-step solution for Z and
~, thwe &Wnfi~tiW mwt be de~~ed ~ advancoc
Furthermore, since the wave front is reflectad back into tho
beam at either end, Z and ~ will also be discontin~ous along
the lines 7=2–F, 7=2+$, . . ., and LZ and 6V must bo
deterinined along each of these lines before the step-by-stop
solution can be extended beyond it. The &continuities nt
the -wavetiont are determined as follows.

From the boundary conditions (A14), it is seen that
tG(O,O)=0 and $5(0,0)=1. Thus, from equation (18a),
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i!~(O,O) = –4Ag, rmd equations (20) become, for the line T=E,

(A19)

At ~= 1, the discontinuitieaacrossT=Care fi(l,l)=~~(l,l) =
—2A sin ~ and d~(l,l) = —4X2COSA, so that, if the boundary
conditions J~(l ,7)= ~(1,~) =0 are to be satisfied, jumps must
occur recrossr=2—f at the point (1,1) with the magnitudes
ti(l,l) =-3~(1,1) =-2x sin x and ~~(l,l)=4x2cos X. In
view of these initial conditions at T= 1, equations (20)
become, for the line 7=2–$,

(A20)

Initial jump values 6; (0,2)=0 and 6~(0,2) =4xZ for the line
~= 2+ $ may be found from equation (A20) by satisfying the
boundary conditions iJ(0)r)=0 and 7(0,r) = 1. From these
initial values, the discontinuities across r=2+t are found to
bo the negative of those across T=& or

Then, it must be true that .
G(,$4- g)=2X sin ~

av(&4- $ = –4A%.05 M}

(Ml)

(M2)

and so forth, with the values on each succeeding line T=n+ C
repe~ting the values on the line”r= (n—4) ~ f. The ‘varia-
tions in the magnitude of ?G and L$vas the wave front
propagates back and forth through the beam are thus clearly
defined, rind, since r<$ is a region of zero sti- and motion,
equations (A19) define the values of Z and ~ along the line
T=&

With Z and ~ lmowmalong T=:, the solution for Zi.and ~
may be begun by applying formula (A16) to the half-mesh
in the lorver corner of biangular region @ (fig. 3 (a)). It is
continued step by step throughout the triangle, with formula
(A12) bdng used for all interior meshes. When the tit
triangle is complete, the lmow-njumps along the line 7=2— ~
mmybe added to the values computed for the under side of
this line, and the solution may then be carried out in tri-
angular region @ beginning again at the lower corner this
time with formula (A16). In this way the solution may be
carried through as many h%mgular regions as desired.

Two sets of computations, with time intervals Ar=O.1 and
Ar=O.05, have been made for a cantilemr beam for which
A=5. These time intervals correspond to grids dividing the

beam into 10 and 20 segments, respectively. (The compu-
tations for the 20-segment solution were made on the Bell
Telephone Laboratories X-66744 relay computer at the
Langley Laboratory.) The computed time histories of shear
and moment” at the root have been plotted in figures 4 (a)
and 4 (b), respectively, up to ~= 10. Ii order to obtain these
time histories, the computations for Z and ~ had to be
carried through the first nine triangular regions.

Simply supported beam with an applied end moment.—If
the end t=O of a uniform simply supported beam for which
Cl=ti is subjected to an applied bending moment f~O(7)
beginning at time ~=Oj the boundary conditions are

fEi(o,T) = Zz&)
7 (0,7)= o

}

. (A23)
Tr(l,r) = o

5(1,7)=0

Typical left-boundmy and righ&boundary half-meshes for
& beam are

E(o,7) = ii(c)(T)
7(0,T)= o 1

V
I+

4

\

1-
{

/u(l, 7) =o
7(\T)=o

Equations (Ale), (Ala), (Aid), and (Alb) may be written
along the sides of the lefkbounduy hal-mesh to give,
respectively,

(XZo),-m,-zl+%+: (Y,+m)=o

Z?3-(XZJ4+Z-Z4-$ (T3+TQ = o

~1– ~,T4kg58+2PAT@,+ZJ = O

~,– ~4–4k%,+2~’AT&+~~ = O

Adding the fit two equations and subtracting the last two
equations produces

(Izo)l– (zn4–k+2&- 34+$ (E-vi)= o
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which may be solved simultaneously for =1 and 71 to obtain

. (AM)

where [Aa] and [~ have been defied in conjunction with
equation (A12).

A similar pfocess produces, for the righ~boundary half-
mesh, the formula

&l

~, ‘@ A;’+1 {Fdla+[qa ‘m’)

NOWconsider the case in dich the applied moment is a
step moment; that is, ~o(~) = 1. Equation (A24) reduces to

for left-boundary half-meshes. A simibity between the
boundary formulas (A25) and (A26) and the interior formula
(A12) is a~parent; indeed, formula (A12) may be used
everywhere if the sums of the values at points 2 and 3 are
simply replaced by twice the valuea at the kboard point of
each boundary mesh.

For this problwn, as in the preceding one, the magnitudes
of the discontinuities ~Z and ~~ at the -wave front musbbe
determined in advance for every point on the grid lines
defining its position. From the boundary conditions and
equations (18a) it is apparent that G (0,0) =6~(0,0) = 1 and
~~(0,0) =0. Thus, for the line ~= /, equations (20) become

Iszi=cos XT

m= — 2A sin AT 1
(Am’)

Furthermore, it is found that, when the -wave front is re-
flected at either of the simply supported eryls, the signs as
well as the magnitudes of the discontinuities remii un-
changed, in contrast to the behavior of a discontinuous wave
front reflected at a free or Exed end as in the preceding case.

Thus equation (A27) must be valid for the entire zigzag path
defining the position of the wave front.

,,

With the discontinuitiea lmown, the step-by-step solution
can be begun as before. Again, it is convenient to complot~
each traingdar region before proceechg to the next.

Computations for this problem were made on the Boll
computer, with a 20-segment grid, for a beam with X=6.
The quantities G and l~mre found in the first eight trian~
gular regions; in addition, the moment at the center was
compukd. The time histories of shear at the end ~=0 an!

of moment at the center $=; have been plotted in figures

5(a) and 5(b), respectively.
NOWconsider the cas6 in which rLramp-pltitform moment

is applied to the beam; that is, ~0(~) is defined by

(MS)’

Equation (&24) reduces to

for the lefkboundary half-meshes for which 71s 1 and reduces
to equation (A26) for all the rest. Equations (A12) and
(A25) are, of course, still valid for interior meshes and right-
boundary half-meshes, respectively.

Since 6Z(0,0) =ti~(O,O) =0 for this case, the solution
begins with initial values Z=~=O along the line r=t and
there are no discontinuitiea to be added. Thus the solution
may progress in any convenient manner without regm.1 for
the position of the wave fiwnt.

The same quantities were computedfor this problom thwt
mre obtained in the preceding case. As before, it was
assumed that A= 5, and the calculations -wereperformed on
the Bell computer with a 20-segment grid. The resulting

time histories of shear at 4=0 and moment at ,+~ nre

presented in figures 6(a) and 6(b), respectively.

.



APPENDIX B . .
MODAL SOLUTIONS FOE UNIFORM BEAMS

Tlm solutions carried out in this and the following appendix make considtwable use of Laplace transform techniques; alI
the Laplace transform used, most of which were taken directly horn references 15 and 16, are given in table I for the
sake of easy reference.

TABLE I.—LAPLACE TRANSFORMS

Number F(r)
(a)

j(p) = &3-%)dT Reference

1
J

O“F’,(T– e)F,(e)d9 (.>0) fl (P)fi(P) 15

2 F(,–~) (7>.9 e-q(p) 15

3 .@’F(r) (,>0) f(P–aW 15

4
1

‘F(e)de (,>0) ;f(p) 15

5 TF (r) (.>0) –f’ (P) 15

6 Fs(.)=: [F(T)] (,>0) @J(p)–P*lF(+O)–Fe’F’ (+O)– . . . –*](+0) 16

7 1 (.>0) 1
F

15

8 r (.>0) 1
p 15

9 JO(Xr) (7>0)
&

J5

10 J,(XT) (.>0) 1
( )1–&

15

11 #r[JO(Xr)–iJ,(xT)] (.>0) .-
;(J- )

p–t2A—. 1 --

12 e~’[Jo(xT) +iJ,(xT)]
xl-k)

#
(.>0) p+i2k

.-

13 mS XTJo(xT)+* k. J1(k) (r> O)
W%-k’) ‘-

14 ~ J, (2x,) (7>0). @Tzv-p o 15

15 Jo(A=
~–E@Tm

(7>:) ‘ 16,~%

16
MJ,(A~

(7>.E) ,-b–e-~=’
,- 15

17
TJ, (x~P) + ~O(x~ (r> ~)

--P :(’-’-s”-’=’) “ 16

n F(7) =0 for all value9 of 7 not speoified.
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EQUATIONS

The equations of motion (2) maybe written for a uniform
beam vibrating in the absence of extend distributed loading
in nondimensiomd form as .

.

@l)

V The dimemionlesg bending moment ~ andwhere ~=E

vertical shear~ are given by (see eqs. (l))

z=–$~ (B2)

~=R@t– #) 033)

If the beam is initially at rest (O(f,O)‘lL(.LO) ‘JGO) =
A(&O)= O), equations @l) may be transformed to (where
transform 6 in table I has been used)

(Y++)’PT=O 1 (B4)
wf[+R(F:-q–pw= 0)

in terms of the Laplace transforms Y(&p)=~ me-p’~(f, 7)G%
o

J

.
and w($,p)= e-~~:,~)d~. The solutions of equations (B4)

o
have the form

Y(f,p) =A(p)eQf
w(&p)=B(p)&E}

(B5)

Substituting these relations into equations (B4) leads to a
biquadratic equation in m

“-’’F+($l@+(2fpf+R)=o=o ‘B6’
and gives tinefollowing relationship betmxm 1? and A:

(Jm’– ~ ‘p’
B= Am

(B7)
0

Let the solutions of equation (B6) be written m= &iml
and ~%. Then

m,=pJ-[’+(E)’l+4F@FRY
2

.

and the general solution of equations @4) is

Y(g,p)=Q,msm,E+ O,shm,E+Gwsh~~+ O,ati~~ @s)

%2)+
[m’’+(%’l(u’co’m’’-c’s~ +’~+

*[m’2-(:Y~21(c’cOsh m’’+c’smm’$ ‘B’)

where Cl, ~, ~, and C, are functions of p which must be
chosen so that the boundary conditions are satisfied.

.
SPECIFICPROELRMS

Cantilever beam given a step velocity at the root,—If the
root .$=0 of a cantilever beam is @ven a stap velocity

5=3,= 1 at time 7=0, the boundary conditions mwy

be written

J(O,T)=:T

+(0,,)=0
+f(l,7)=o

#(l,7)=~f(l,7)

(B1o)

These boundary conditions transform to (transform 8,
table I)

!l?(o,p)=o
IP[(l,p)=o

w,P)=~E(l,P)

(Bll)

The constants C,, C2, C3, and Cl are determined by substi-
tuting equatiom (B8) and (B9) into equations (B1l); the
resulting expressions for Y(&,p) and v(.@) may be written
in the forms

c’ Uy(:,p)
m,P)=; -@@”

and

(B12)

(B13)

wher~

(
UP(.W)= 1

)
—~ sin ml sinh mz# cos ml cosh mz cos”ml~+

Q

(l+%
)

sin ml sinh m2+ Qcos ml cosh mg cosh mz(+

( )~sinml coshm+cosml sinh m2 sinml:—
Q-

( )~sinml cosh mA-Q cos ml sinh % sinhmz~
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()
2

fn$— : p=
U4E,P)= ~, [($ sin ml cosh 7n2+-

(2-%)sinmlsinhnk

()
2

m12+ ~ p2
Q= o1

%=— ~ P2

The inverse transforms ~ (f,~) and !(~,~) are determined
by substitution of Y(t,p) and ~ (f,p) into the complex inver-
sion integral (ref. 16). The singularities of the resulting
integrands eP’Y(~,p) and e~ (t,p) must therefore be exam-
ined. Although the functions ml and m are, ‘m themselves,
multiple-valued functions of p ‘with branch points at p= O,

%@
&i@, and & Q ~, it follows from a consideration of

()
1— :

the fundamental theorem of the uniqueness of solutions of
ordinmy linear differential equations that Y(&p) and v(.f,p)
must neverthelessbe single valued. The integrands e~Y(&p)
and ep~ (&p) thus have no singularities other than poles.
The inverse transforms z (4,7) and i(&7) will therefore be
takcm as the sum of the residues at the poles of ep’Y(&p)
and ePW(.&p),respectively (see ref. 15).

It can be shown that no singularitiesoccur in the numera-
tor functions U&p) and U.&p); therefore, all the poles
of Y(t,p) and v (g,p) must be introduced by the zeros of the
denominator P2D(P). Consider tirst the equation

D(P)= 2+(Q+&os ?%cosh%+(~–~j Sk% sinh%=O

(B14)

This equation has an infide number of roots p= 4zP%,
n=l,2, . . . ~, all of which are, in general, simple poles
of both T(@) and w(@). In addition, p= O can be shown
to be a double pole of Y(&p) but not a pole of v(f,p).

The sum of the residues of en~(:,p) at the poles p= Oand
p=&pm, n=l,2,3, . . . m,is

and, similarly the sum of the rmidues of ep~ (&p) at p = + pn,
n=l,2,3, . . . m, may be written

where

. =B:$?($-$)s’”’s
1 {(1)[1+%$.! cos ml cosh m,+? Q+@

‘x~’[1+J~$j~,J]~S~tim2- -

k )
~ Q~

(J
2

Rp2 ‘~

q’(m,z+m,~ 11
sin ml cosh m2

However, it is SPen that Z7Y(&p)=UW,-P), W&P)
=Uy($,–p), and D’(p)= –D’(–p) so that these equations
reduce to

[ 1
~(t>d=: T+2 ~~ p~$’$j s~ PnT (B15)

and

W,7)=2 ; ~~ :J~;&: Sinhp.r (1316)

If, in equation (J314),p is replaced by i.k,the result may be
written

2+[%f21c0sh”ws’-(:-;) smas*’=0
where

“=k{-[l+(:)q+ll~
2

(B17)

.
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,

and k=~~ Q being the circular frequency of vibration.

Equation (B17) is the frequency equation for a uniform
cantilever beam (see ref. 5) and ita solutions k=k., n= 1,2,
3.. co, are the nondimensional natural vibration
~e~uencies of such a beam. Equations (B15) and (B16)
may be written in terms of these natural frequencies simply
by replacing pa by W*. The results are

.

V(t,r)=:
[ 1

7+252 %(0 sin L~ @\8)
n-l

and

~&T)=25fl~lX~~(~ SiIlk.r (B19)

where

X6.(9=** [( )
l~shf@lh%+$-cosA@h a. Cosh%g+

( )
l—g sin & SiJiha.++. cm l%cd a= cm l?mg—

L )
a cosh ansin ~a~m Sidl amcm & SiIlham.$+

a

‘“ inh c%cm l%++.
(
;s

n ‘Sha=sk’=w’l

~H3’~’ B
‘$.(8= k&#j [L )

-%inh%cosll?=++.coshqinf?= (cos19xg–

(
cosh cz.~++.: 1+% Sin f?= SiRh a%+

u 1%

)
L COS& Cdl a= Ah ant—

(

~_& s~ B= s. ~+

& %

‘n@@’&aJti’Jl

+

The coefficients ~~(:) and Xr=(:) are seen to be the natural
mode shapes sssociatad with the frequency km. As n check
on the validity of the Laplace transform procedure these
quantities may be shown to satisfy the cMerential equations
@l) and the boundary conditions (B1O).

Substituting ~(g,r) and +(&)T)from equations (B18) and
@19) into equations (B2) and (B3) gives, for the moment
and shear,

m(&T)=- 2 ; >1 X2.(.$) Sillkn7 @20)

where

and

@21)

The first eight terms in equations (B~) and (B21. have
been used to compute the quantities M(O,~) apd V(O,~).
These results have been plotted in” the range OSr S 10 in
figures 4(a) and 4(b).

Simplysupported beam with an applied step end moment.—
If a step moment ~= 1 is applied to the end $= Oof a simply
supported beam at time r= O, the boundary conditions me

~(o,T) = o

~(l,T)=o

I

(B22)
*f(o,T)= – 1
#~(1,7)=0

These equations transform to (transform 7, table I)

Y(o,p) = o

Y(l,p)=o

I

0323)
Vf(o,p)=–;

W:(l,p)=o

If conditions B23) are used to evaluate the functions 01,
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Cl, C~, and C, in equations (B8) and @9), the quantities
Y(&p) and v(&p) become

m)P)=p (m,;+m,q(Cosm,g–cot m, sin m,,+

coth m~cosh m@ 1
(B25)

or they may be written in the forms

ivy(&p)
H5P)= ~=~) @26)

WAVES IN BWLUS

and
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@27)

w-here

[ 2-(21p21~m’(coshm2’oshm2’-
N*(&p)=ml m~

[
sinh m2sinh m2Q-ms nzls+

01
c1 2
~ p2 sinh mz (COSml-cos ml,g+sin ml sin ml.f)

Dq(p) =m,n@y(p)

Here again, the functions Y(&p) and v(t,p) are single
valued, and the inverse transforms ~ (F,r) and x(.f,~) of the
quantities Y(f,p) and I@($,p) are taken as the sums of the
residues at the poles of efiY(&p) and ep%(f,p), respectively.
Consider all the roots of the denominators D=(p) and D%(p).
For ml= &nir or %= +irm, n=l, 2, 3, . . . a (any of
which are roots of both denominators), equation (B6)
becoma

p4+{R+n2+[1+(:)3}p2+($Yn4”4=”
(n=l,2,3, . . . IW) (B28)

The solutions of equation (B28) are p= 3%. and M., n= 1, 2, 3, . . . ~, w-here

2-JR$
and these points are seen to be the locations of simple POIWof both Y(g,p) and Y?(.$,P). The roots p=+

(Y

of
1– :

the equation m?+w2= O are zeros of the denominator, but th~e me alSOroot~ of the numerators iVY(f,p) and fi~(&p)
and me not poles of either Y(&p) or 31?(&p). The root p= O, On the other hand, is a pole of both Y(~,p) and v(:,P) for,
although both numerators also go to zero at this point, the denominators vanish more rapidly. The equation ml= O has
threo roots: p= O, which has already been discussed, and p= +i~. The latter points are not poles of Y(&p) since
they are roots of NY(&p)= O,but they are simple poles of v(t,p).

I’irst consider the rwidues of eprY(&p) and e~(t,p) at the poles +ias and +z%m. The sums of the residues at them
poles provide the results

and

@29)

(B30)

where the subscripts on Z and + indicate that they constitute o~y pm~+-crdled “dynamic” parts-of the complete solu-

tions for ~(&~) and ~(&r). In order tQ obtain the values of ~ and =% at p= 3%. and MJ., it is neccs.sary to use the

fact that, when p equals one of the roots %G and +ib~, one of four equations ml=nr, ml=— n~, m=hzir, or %=-inx
36850&tl&27
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is satisfied. The quwtion of v%ich value of p corresponds to each equation need not be anmveredsince the following rela-
tionships can be derived:

(3)m1.mr=(%).1..xr=(%)%.iw=(*)%..inrJil;;:::9.9
(B31)

.

As an example, let p=tix. Then one of the four possi-
bilities ml= n~, ml= — nr, %=hr, and %= —inw must

N.occur. But for any of these possibiliti~, the ratios —, and
D=

‘q have the forms given” by equations (B31) and (B32).
m’
Thus,

1(B33)

(B32)

r&pectively. It can be readily verified that equations (B38)
and @39) actually constitute the solution of the problom
when the beam is considered to be loaded statically.

Lastly, consider the points p= kin, which areshnplepoles
of W(g,p). It can be shown that

(3340)

so that the sum of the residues of ePY?(&p) at these poles
provides the additional dynamic contribution

V4(LT)=-* Cos@ @41)

I
s

of the other necaarv ratios can be found in a
umming the contributions of all the poles gives

(B35)

Next, consider the contributions of the pole at p=O.
Equations @24) and @25) may be expanded in a Laurent
series about p=O. The resulting equations for Y(&p) and
ik(.$,p)maybe written

I-W,P)=$ [;–$+&o(P)]

1p’ +-I++O(P)]v(~,p)=; ~– (B37)

where O(p) signi.ik terms of order p or higher. Thus the
quantities e~~(f,p) and e~(t,p) have simple poles at p=O
with the residues

(B38)

and

#st(t,T)=$11
–%%

(B39)

(B43)

The responses ~(~,T) and t(&T) are seen to have the same
form as solutions obtiined by Williams’ method (ref. 2);
&at is, they are the sum of a static part, ~,,(~,~) md ht(tjr),
and a dynamic correction, ~&,7) and & (~,~)+ ~~,(&T), which
is expanded in a series of the ndmral mode shapes. The
& and +cornponenta of the natural modes have the shapes
sin n~~ and cos nx(, respectively, and there me men to be
two natural frequencies, a= and i5~,associated with each
integer n so that each integer corresponds to two modes,
From equations @32) and (B3),

(*’)ms’.Tl
(w)

and
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Six terms (n=3) have been used in the summations of
equations (B44) and @46) in computing the quantities
~(1/2,r) and ~(0,~). These results have been plotted in
figures 5 (w) and 5 (b) up to ~=8.

Simply supported beam with an applied ramp-platform
Let the response .to uni_t step mom~nt atend moment,—

~= O, obtained above, be designated M,(&r) and V&(g,~).
Then the response to an arbitrary applied moment M(O,~)
may be obtained from Duhamel’s superposition integral as.

iiz(&T)=m(o,o)m,(.$,7)+
J

‘Ez,(f,+?)m(o,ew
o

s I(B46)
7(:, T)=m(o, O)T1 (.Z T)+ ‘Vl(g,ve)m(o,fi’)aw

o

where the subscript o indicates differentiation with respect
to that variable. Let the applied moment have the ramp-
platform time history

3Z(0,T) = T (0s7s1)

m(o,T) = 1 (T>l)

Then equations (B46) become

and

(B47)

(B48)

(B49)

Substitut@ ~,_md ~, from equations (B44) and (B@
gives for M and V

(sl) h 1
sirlb=T-shl Z).(T—1)

(,>1)

(Bio)

(0s.s1)

b= J
(.>1)

@

As & the preceding case, computations using terms up i%
n= 3 in equations (B50) and (B51) have been made for
~(1/2,T) and ~(O,r) in the range O~ 7=8. The results are
plotted in figures 6(a) and 6(b).



APPENDIX C

EXACT CLOSED SOLUTIONS FOR UNIFORM BEAMS WITH Ci=Cg

INTRODUCTION

In this appendix some exaot closed solutions of Timo-
shenko’s equations are derived for infinitely long uniform
beams for which c,=~. The results for beams of =te
length are then utilized ti obtain results for beams of fib
length. This is done either by simply restricting the in6.nite-
beam solution to a time ixterval in which it coincides with
the corresponding fite-bemn solution or by superposing
iniin.ite-beamsolutions in such a way that the result satidies
the boundary conditions for a fhite beam.

EQUATIONS

If the’propagation velocities c1and Q are taken to,be equal
and if ~ =0, equations (14) reduce to

z~+z,= o (Cla)

?f–4A%= o (Clb)

g~+z,– v= o (Clc)

A;,v,–z=o?&—— (Cld)

where h=~. This system may be further reduced by

writing a %ear combination of equations (Cla) and “(Clb)
and a linear combination of (Clc) and (Cld) to obtain

ZC+2MK7= O (c2a)

z,+2MK~– 2kiZ= o (C2b)

in terms of the complex variables Z= ~+2AiZ and
K=~+2hz7.

For a beam initially at rest, equations (C2) maybe trans-
formed to (transform 6, table I)

~~+2AipX= O (C3a)

. 2hiKt+&2~i)f=0 (C3b)

in tans of the Laplace transforms ~(f,p)=~rne-~Z(&T)d~
o

J
m

and K($,p) = e-pr~(g,T)d~. Eliminating K produces the
o

equation

fu-P(P–f@r=o

which has the solution

R&p)=A(p)e ‘t~+B(p)et~ (C4)

where A and B are governed by the boundary conditions.
If the beam extends to fity in the positive &direction,
boundary conditions stipulating that the beam remain

410

undisturbed at g= o must be satisfied. Thus, equation (C4)
reduces to

~(~~p)=A@)e-~~ (05)

Substituting this expression into equation (C3a) produces

(C6)

The quantity A(p) may now be determined from the remain-
ing boundmy conditions in ecmjunction with equation (C6)
or (C6), or both.

SPECIFIC PRO13LEMS

=te cantilever given a step velooity at the root,—11
the end g= O of an in.ihitely long beam is restrained from
rotating ~d is given a unit step velocity at time T= O, tho
boundary conditions are 7(0,~) = 1 and fi(0,7) = 0, In terms
of Z and K these conditions may be written

I.P.[Z(O,T)]=O
and

1.P.[K(0,7)]=2X

where I.P. designates the imaginary part of the quantity in
brackets. The boundary conditions may be transformed to
(transform 7, table I)

I.P.lt(o,p)]= O (C71L)
and

I.P.[K(o,p)]=~ (U7b)

respex%hdy.
Beoause of the nature of these conditions, it will be con-

venient to proceed in the foIIow-ingmanner to determine the
function A(p). From equation (C5), it may be seen that
A(p) = ~(O,p); thus oondition (C7a) establishes at once that
A@) for this problem is a real quantity. At ~=0 equation
(C6) becomes

or, in view-of condition (C7b),

~ p ~K(o,p)1+2&_A(’p). . –~ Im=m
P

(C8)

where R. P.[K(O,p)]ia the real part of K(O,p). Since A (p) and
p are real, the oonjugate equation, which must also hold, is

‘b) ~mR.P. [K(o,f7)]– ~=–~

Eliminating R.P.[K(o,p)] between equations (C8)
re9ult9in

“)=-2’’(*-V%

(co)

and (C9)

(Clo)
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If A(p) is substituted into equation (C5), the result may
be mitten in the form

which has the inverse transform (transforms 1, 3, 14, and 15,
table I)

{
z(& + –4A’ e~”Jo(x<~) –

(T>.g) (Cll)

\vhereJo and J1 are Bessel functions of the tit kind. From
equation (Cl 1) the shear and angular velocity are obtained as

{
7($,7)=–4A’ Uls h70(AJ=p)+

(7>,$) (C12)
and

(T>g) (C13)

“m terms of integrals that apparently defy evaluation by
analytical methods.

The time history of the shear ~(0,~) at the root of the
beam may be obtained as a specisl c~e of equation (C12);
however, it will be not~ that L{ V(O,~)} =~(O,p) =A(p)
OivhereL{ ~(0,7) } denotes the Laplace trans&rn of ~(0,~))
so that the inverse of equation (C1O) gives V(O,~) directly.
Thus the shear at the root is found explicitly in terms of
tabulated functions as (transform 13, table I)
v(o,r)=– 4X’[COSAl-J,(k) +Sin ATJ,(k)] (T>o) (C14)

Since A(p) may be replaced by L{ ~(0,.) }, the inveme
trrmsformof equation (C6) maybe written for this problem
in the form (transforms 1, 2, 3, and 17, table I)

or, after integration by parts,

.

}
~ sin ~(T—e) JI[A(T—0)]e~Jo(k~R) d

(7>.$) (C15)

where ~ (0,7) is defined by equation (C14). From equation
(C15) the moment and linear velocity maybe written as

s{
z(f,7)=–2k sin W&/s) –2X ~r ; V(o,T–q CosM–

~; sin ?(T—$JINT+I)I ] Jo(x;=@

(,>Q (c16)
and

5(&~)=cos ATJ,(x~z) —${; &V(0,74)sin M+

}
~~ sin x(T—6)JI[x(T-0)] Jo(x~R)do

(,>~ (C17)

again in terms of integrals requiring evaluation by approxi-
mate methods.

As in the case of the shear, it will be more convenient to
determine the moment ~(O,T) at the root by means other
than a reduction of the general relation, equation (C16).
Since, for this problem, R.P.[~(o,p)]=L{ ~(O,T) ], equation
(C8) maybe written, after substitution for A(p), in the form

L{~(o,T)~; (~~–p)

The inverse transform of this equation is (transforms 4 and
14, table I)

J
7J1(2M)~3Z(0,,)=2X -j-- (T>O) (C18)

o
But, from reference 17,

JI(2~T)_2xJo(2x~)–$ [JI(2~41—_
T

and

J {‘J,(2M)d0= T J,(2x7) +; [J,(2k)Ho(2k) –
o

J,(2k).H,(2xT)]
1

where H, and HI are Struve functions. Thus, equation (C18)
becomes

~(0,T)=2A{kT[2–ITH, (2xT)]Jo(2A7)–[1–7rA7HO(2XT)]J,(2X7)}
, (T>()) (c19)

The Struve functions Ho and HI are tabulated in reference
17 in the range 052hr515.9. .For larger vahma of the argu-
ment it is convenient to use the approximations (ref. 17)

H,(2XT)=Y,(2kT) +; (2~T>15.9)

H,(2xT)=~, (2h-)+~ (1+*) (2k~>15.9)

where Y, and Y1 are Bessel functions of the second kind.
From reference 18,

YO(2X7)JI(2~T)–Yl (2XT)Jo(2xT)=-&
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so that

“oT’=’’E--l ‘2’”>15’) (c20’
Computed values of ~(O,T) and ~(O,r), obtained from

equations (C14), (C19), and (C20) for a beam with X=5,
have been plotted in figures 4 (a) and 4 (%), respectively, in
the range 0S7S2. In this range, the root of a finite canti-
lever beam behaves as if the beam were infinite, since the
effect of the free end is not felt until the return of the wave
front a&r=2.

Infinite simply supported beam with an applied step end
moment.—If the end $=0 of an in.fmitelylong beam is simply
supported and is subjected to a unit step bending moment
at time ~=0, the boundary conditions are ~(0,7) = 1 and
5(0,7) =0, or K(O,~)=l. This condition tramforms to
(transform 7, table I)

~(o,p)=;

Substituting equation (C6) into condition

A(p)=
‘hi

4p(p—2Ai)

so that equations (C5) and (C6) become

. ~-t.m=mf

c(t’p)=’%m=m

(c’l)

(C21) reveals that

(c”)

(c23)

(C24)

respectively. The inverse transform of equation (C23) is
(transforms 3 and 15, table I)

and the inverse of equation (C24) maybe written (transforms
2, 3, 4, and 16, table I) as

From these equations, the shear, angular velocity, moment,
and linear velocity are obtained as

Thus, ~ and G are determined everywhere in closed~om in
terms of tabulakd functions, but the relations for M and F
contain integrals which must be evaluated by approximate
methods.

The results of this section am utilized in the next section
where a finite simply supported beam is considered.

Finite simply supported beam with, an applied step end
If the end f=O of a ihite qimply supported beammoment .—

is subjected to a unit step bending moment at time 7=0,
the boundary conditions may be written

IZ(0,7-) = 1 1 (C31)
5(0,7) =ZZ(l,T) = 5(1,7)= o

or, in terms of K,

K(O,T) = 1

K(l,~)=o 1

Although a direct solution of equations (C2) is possible in
this case, the response of the finite beam may be obtaimd
by a somewhat simpler procedure in @ich the responses of
infinite beams to the same disturbance are superposed.
This procedure is described below-.

A series of semi-iniinite simply supported uniform beams
extending in opposite directions are shown in figure 7. The
bmms have been positioned in the figure so that the origins
of the space coordinate ~ lie on the same verticnl line, and
the segments of grwdeat interest, Os ~s 1, have been ou&
lined with solid lines while the rest of ench beam is defined
by dashed lines. For each beam the origin of the coordinate
&isseen to lie at a diflerent position relative to the end whero
a unit positive moment is suddenly applied at time r= O.
b infinite number of these bti is assumed to exist.

The response of the tQpbeam has already been cletermirml
as (eqs. (C25) and (C26))

The response of the second beam may be determined from
these equations simply by accounting for the changed

I
,7=====:)::====:;====:~====-
0

$====:;--=--‘ ------------____-
T-- ‘-~--–--~-----~-----~?

1’ 234
1

‘7=== 7:-===?-====1—1 ======;=====F===-T)
-3 -2 -1 0 I 3 4

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

L (
I?IGmm 7.-Semf-infinite uniform beams superposed to obtain tbr

mqxmse of a finite simply supported beam.
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direction and shifted origin of the coordinate ,f. This process gives

Z($,T)=2XW’C70 [xJ~] (.>2–~

and

K(:,T) = – G(2– &T) (,>2–~)

In order to obtain the response of the third beam from the response of the first, only the shifted origin need be accounted
for. Thus, for this beam,

z(g,T)=2Ml?~’J, [AJ~] (.>2+9

K(g,T) = f3(2+&T) (.>2+$)
Similarly, for the fourth beam,

z(&T)=2kti”’& [xJ=’] (.>4–~o

K(&T) = – a(4–”&T) (7>4– t)

and so forth, for all the mat. In each case, the region where the response is not specfied is a region of zero response.
Let the responsea of all these beams to their respective disturbances be superposed and consider only the response

of the segment OSE S 1 of the resulting composite beam. Since the mm-e fronts of all the disturbances travel at the
0%same velocity —= 1, the response of this segment may be written
dr

Z(.g,r)=o (Osrsg)
1

ancl
J

Since G(O,T)= 1, equations (C34) are seen to satisfy the boundary conditions (C32) and the response obtained above
must be that of a simply supported uniform beam to a unit dimensionless step moment applied at the support ~=0.

The vertical shear ~ and bending moment ~ maybe obtained from equatiom’ (C33) and (C34) as

. . . . J

● and

7iz(#,T)= o . (Osrst)

m(&T) =H(&T) ($~Ts2–:)

IZ(g,d =H(.g,T)-H(2– &T)

!

(2–ESTS2+$) (C36)

m(&T) =H(g,T) –H(2–&7’)+H(2+&T) (2+$STs4–~)

. . . . .
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The angular and linear velocities Z and 5 may, of
also be obtained from equations (C33) and (C34).

course,

Computations have been made for the quantity ~(O,r)
from eouation (C35) with k= 5. The results have been
plotted ‘m figure’5(a)’ in the range OSTs8.

Finite simply supported beam with an applied ramp-
platform end moment.—Let the applied moment at the end
~= O of a simply supported uniform beam have the time
history

m(o,T) =7 (0s7s1)

1
(C37)

D(O,T) = 1 ‘ (7>1)

The response of the beam to this disturbance may be ob-
tained from the response to a unit step by using Duhamel’s
superposition integral. Thu9, if the response to a unit step,
as given by equation (C33), is designated z (.$,7), the re-
sponse Z(&T) to the applied moment (C37) may be written

J2($,7)=,rz(&-6yL9(Osrsl)

J 1
(C38)

2($,7)=:z(f,T–o)dl (.>1)

Substituting from equations (C33) and letting ~=0 results in
the following expressions for the end response Z(O,r):

JZ(O,T)=2Xi ‘em(_@ Jo[X(7—-O)]d (0s7s1)
o

(C39)

It can-be seen that (transforms 3,4, and 9, table I)

or (transforms 5 and 11, table I)

Then, Z(O,r) maybe reduced in the region OS 7S2 to

Jz(o,T)=2xi ‘em Jo(M)d?
o

Z(O,T)‘2ki7en’[Jo(XT) –ti,(Xr)] (oSTS1)(C40)
and

Jz(o,T)=2xi ‘ ewJo(~d8
r-1

[s J
r-l

=2ki ‘ew Jo(h$d8— 1em Jo(M)d
o 0

Z(O,T)‘2kiTen’[Jo(kT) –ti,(kr)]–

2Xi(T- l)en(’-~ { Jo[k(T- 1)]–iJ,[A(T-1)]}

(1s7s2) (C41)

From these equations, the shear at ~=0 may be written in
this range as

v(O,T) =2 AT[COSAT JI(xT)– SiIIXTJo(xT)]–

1

(042)
2x(T- 1) {cm X(T- l) J,[x(T- l)]–

sin x(T-- l)JOIX(T- 1)] } (1s,s2) )

In the range 7>2, however, the integrals in equations (C39)
apparently cannot be evaluated analytically. If the shear
~,(O,r) due to a unit step moment has been computed, it
may be convenient to write, for the shear at the point /=0
resulting horn the disturbance defined by equation (C37),

m0,T)=~VI(0,7–~d (OSTS1)

J
I_

1

(C43)

~(o,T)=v,(o,7–6)dl (T>l)
o .

J
1_

and then evaluate the integral V1(O,r–O)dd numerically

to obtain ~(0,~) in the range T>2~
The quantity ~(O,T), for a beam with A=6, has been

computed in the range OS r S2 from equations (C42) and
has been obtained in the range 2 ST S8 by a numerical
integration of the exact curve of figure 5 (a) in accordance
with equation, (C43). These results are presenkd h figure
6 (a).
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